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TOURISM 

FIGURES 

JAN - JUNE 

2012 

% 

SHARE 

International 

Tourist Arrivals 
1,756,652 100 

Arrivals by Air 

Total 

             

850,879 

  

48.4 

Phnom Penh 

International 

Airport 

343,286  19.5 

Siem Reap 

International 

Airport 

507,593  28.9 

Arrivals by Land 

and Water Ways 

Total 

             

905,773 

  

51.6 

Land 

             

859,900 

  

49.0 

Waterways 45,873  2.6 

The number of tourist arrivals into Cambodia has increased dramatically in the last  

nine years, the industry was impacted by the global economic crisis in 2008 and 

2009, but has recovered well in the last three years. Cambodia is expecting over 

three million arrivals by the end of 2012, almost half of these are expected to fly 

into one of Cambodia’s two International Airport. With the ever increasing numbers 

in tourist arrivals resorts are now becoming a favourable investment opportunity in 

Cambodia. 

 

Traditionally tourists head to Siem Reap, attracted by the Angkor temples, and to a 

somewhat lesser extent to Phnom Penh. In more recent years the Ministry of 

Tourism has pushed to diversify Cambodia’s ‘Tourism Trail’ and encourage the 

development of the coastal region as a new tourism destination.  In 2011 

Sihanoukville was admitted to the prestigious  ‘Most Beautiful Bays in the World 

Club’ raising its profile internationally.  

 

Figures from the Tourism Department of Sihanoukville indicate that the majority of 

visitors to the coastal region are Khmer, with some 82% of the total visiting in the 

first quarter of this year being local visitors. As such much of the hotel 

accommodation  in Sihanoukville is aimed at the Cambodian market. Many of the 

hotels are basic , with few amenities and services creating an undersupply of high 

quality resorts. 

 

With ever increasing numbers of international visitors there is more demand for 

western style boutique and resort style accommodation. The first quarter of 2012 

saw an increase in international visitors of 51% Y-o-Y. This increase has been 

partially driven by the introduction of the first flight into Sihanoukville airport from 

Siem Reap, all part of the governments plan to connect the popular temples of the 

north with the beaches of the south. With 5,741 passengers into Sihanoukville in 

the first six months of this year it is proving to be a well-liked route especially for 

more affluent travelers on short breaks.  

 

Sihanoukville will also soon be connected to Thailand  through the introduction of a 

regular cruise ship route between Koh Samui and Pattaya. The ship, MV Ocean 

Dream has been contracted by Eastime Shipping Limited based in Thailand and 

partnered with a Chinese investor and will see 1,060 passengers enjoying a  four 

day three night cruise, wit h the option to disembark in Sihanoukville .  

 

Resort tourism started in Sihanoukville with the development of the Independence 

Hotel in the  early sixties, attracting the rich and famous of the time. After falling 

into disrepair, it has  now been restored to its former glory and has an annual 

occupancy rate of  between  55 to 60%. A more recent addition to the resort 

market  has been the Sokha Beach Hotel and Resort, offering the first five star 

accommodation on the  Cambodian coast line.  It has seen  an occupancy of  70% 

this year, an increase of 40% Y-o-Y.  
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The Cambodian coast line offers investors and developers an almost 

blank canvas to create fantastic new resorts, where lessons can be 

learnt from other South East Asian resort destinations to ensure 

optimum success both financially and sustainably. 

Edward Gibbons, Surveyor, CBRE Cambodia 
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A resort that has stepped in to meet the demand of the increasing international elite traveler in this region is 

the award winning Song Saa Private Island  - Cambodia’s first luxury private island. Opening in March 2012 

it offers five star villa accommodation, with a focus on sustainability and environmental awareness and a 

slogan of ‘Luxury that Treads Lightly...’ The resort also offers villas for sale for private ownership, with the 

owners returns based on the success of the resort, allowing for 30 days usage each year and a guaranteed 

yield of 8% for the first five years. Three villas were sold in August 2012 alone and only a limited number 

remain, the majority of investors are western nationals living in Asia. 

 

Sihanoukville and the surrounding region has been a hotbed for large scale property development plans in 

recent years. Most investment has come from China with the Union Group development in Koh Kong and 

the newly announced Hainan Ruijin development, named Sihanoukville-Hainan City. Each will feature a 

number of casinos, hotels and resorts (along with residential, leisure and retail property), these are largely 

aimed at the Chinese market, the Hainan development alone will see an investment of US$5.8 Billion. 

 

Other developers that have been attracted to the region are KPIG on the Morocot Island development and 

Queenco Leisure Ltd who have a number of land plots close to the up and coming Otres Beach. A number 

of the surrounding islands have been bought by developers and are now seeking investors to build resorts 

and infrastructure to support the influx of visitors in the area. Currently CBRE are working with the Royal 

Group in attracting investors to this unparalleled opportunity in the Gulf of Thailand. 

 

Royal Group have signed a 99 year lease with the Cambodian Government for Koh Rong, to develop the 

island into ‘Asia’s first environmentally planned Resort Island’ and initiate high end international tourism on 

Cambodia’s coastline. The key attributes to this island are its location, size and natural beauty, with the 

construction of an airport planned in the first phase of development, Koh Rong is only approximately an hour 

flight from Bangkok and Singapore.  
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